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I-I. Les etats DhysiQues de la matiere.

1) Donner le nom de chaque changement d' etat indique par une fleche

Mettre le nom de chanQement d' etat en face du reDere :

1 :
2:
3 :
4:
5 :
6:

Mettre une croix dans la case corres ondant a la bonne re onse :

2) Le passage de l'etat solide a l'etat liquide s'obtient en :

O Chauffant
O Refroidissant

3) Le passage de l'etat gazeux a l'etat liquide s'obtient en :

O Chauffant
O Refroidissant

4) Lors du changement d'etat, la variation de volume est :

O Constante
O Tres importante
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1-2. Unites :

1) N' est pas une unite de temperature (mettre une croix dans la case) :

O degre Baume
O degre Celsius
O Kelvin

2) Quel est la relation entre les honnes reponses ? :

3) Unites de pression :
Les pressions sont usuellement exprimees en Pascal (Pa) , Bar (bar), kg/cm2 ,

Atmosphere(atm), mrn Hg, Torr.
Quelle est la correspondance entre bar et kg/cm2 ?
Quelle est la correspondance entre mrn Hg et Torr ?

4) Donner la relation entre pression absolue et pression relative :

Laquelle des deux est une pression mesuree ?

5) Comment definir le debit d'un gaz ?

Qu'est-ce qu'un debit massique ?

Qu' est-ce qu 'un debit volumique ?

Quelle est la relation entre debit massique et debit volumique d'un gaz ?

6) La purete d'un gaz est donnee par sa designation commerciale. Un gaz de purete N65
signifie que le gaz est pur a 99,99995 %.
Donner la quantite d'impuretes en ppm (partie par million) et en ppb (partie par milliard).
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!)..1!: D r o si;.M

Le materiau pulverise va se deposer sur un substrat correctement positionne pour former une

couche mince.

~efinitiQ!!§.

~stionL

~stiQ!12

~stiQll1-

~tiotl

~~tio1L2-

epitaxie
contrainte

mono-couche

strechiometrie

lithographie
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Le systeme est compose d'une enceinte de depot et d'une source d'ions dans laquelle un

plasma basse pression est cree.

Un faisceau d'ions argon est extrait de la source par une optique ionique adaptee. Le talsceau

va pulveriser une cible du materiau a deposer.



4) L'eauioement de vide

Un flux d'argon de 10-2 mbar Vs-1 est introduit dans la source d'ions pour creer le plasma. La
pression recherchee dans l' enceinte pendant le depot doit etre au plus de 10-5 mbar .

Question 1 Quelle doit etre la vitesse de pompage de la pompe pour entretenir cette

press ion ?

On dispose d'une installation composee d'une enceinte de depot, d'une pompe
turbomoleculaire et d'une pompe a palettes. L 'enceinte est equipee d'un sas d'introduction

des echantillons, lui-meme pompe par un groupe de pomp age independant.

Question 2 On demande de fa ire le schema de principe de I' ensemble et de donner la

procedure de mise sous vide et la procedure d 'introduction d 'un echantillon.

On cherche a deposer du tungstene sur un substrat de silicium

Question 3 Pour cette couche, pouvait-on envisager un depot par evaporation ?

Question 4 Pour ces gammes de pression, quels sont les dispositifs de mesure de press ion a

utiliser ?

Voici un extrait du mode d'emploi d'un evaporateur sous ultra-vide, page 5 a 19, et quelques

annexes: pages A1, A2, C1 et F1.

1 --Decrivez le fonctionnement de cet evaporateur.
2 -Commentez les courbes de la page A2
3 -A quoi sert le degazage du four ?
4 -La page Cl sera I' occasion de donner les techniques de mesure d' epaisseur des couches

minces que vous connaissez en vue de I' etalonnage des flux.
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Instruction Manual UHV Evaporator EFM

1. DESCRIPnON AND SPECIFICA nONS

In the UHV evaporator EFM mvaporator with integral flux Monitor) the evaporant is either

evaporated from a bar, a rod fonn, or from a crucible. This is achieved by electron bombardment

heating. The bombarding electron beam induces a temperature rise at the tip of the evaporant, cau-

sing evaporation.

The crucible-free evaporation is characterized' by an ultimate degree of cleanliness with only slight
increases of background pressure. From appropriate crucibles (see appendix A) low melting point,
low vapour pressure or reactive material can be evaporated. The instrument is designed for high

precision sub-mono-layer up to multi-layer deposition of a wide variety of evaporants including
highly reftactory materials.

A key feature of the EFM is the integrated flux monitor. Once calibrated the flux monitor re-

places the necessity of a quartz thickness monitor by continuously monitoring the evaporation rate.
Flux is measured directly, which allows a much more precise rate adjustment and much faster rate
control than an indirect, i. e. temperature measurement by thermocouple.
The beam exit column contains an ion collector which serves as a flux monitor. At a given electron

emission current (lEM) and e-beam voltage the ion flux measured there is directly proportional
to the flux of evaporated atoms. The ion flux is displayed on the left indicator of the electronics
unit. The flux monitor also operates with the shutter closed thus allowing to preset the evaporation
rate.

The EFM comes with a shutter at its outlet which can be opened and closed by a rotary drive. This
allows precise flux adjustment prior to exposure, and exact control of the evaporation time. As an
option, the shutter can be motor operated under computer control.

The evaporation cell is contained in a water-cooled copper cylinder (cooling shroud). This, and the
fact that just the tip of the evaporant is heated facilitates to keep the background pressure during
evaporation below 10-10 mbar. But this also depends on the material of the evaporant and on the
pumping speed of the vacuum system. Some evaporants and crucibles contain huge amounts pf gas
that are deliberated on heating.

-+-
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s Qeci:fications

EFM3 : 4to 15 mm,beam spot diameter at the sample

EFM 4 : 6 to 40, depending on distance and exit

EFM 3 : :I: 2°, :!:: 2.2° or:!:: 2.4°, dependent on exit tube

mounted. With the EFM 3 come three exchangeable exit
tubes of 4,6 and 7.~ mrn ill. .eh'fM 0. ~.

beam divergence:

EFM 4: ~ 2.2°, ~ 3.<?.0, ~ 5.1° or ~ 6.9°, depending on exit

aperture. With the EFM 4 come four exchangeable exit

apertures of6, 10, 14 and 19 mm I.D..

100-150 mm typicallydistance from tip of evaporant to sample:

distance-frQm th~ e~g.9fEfM to the

sample: 10-60 mm

e-beam voltage: about 100-1000 V, (800 V typically),

~= 105 mA,Pmax= 100 W (EFM3) or ~

p~= 300 W (EFM 4), stability::!: 2 %

250°C

= 300 rnA,

maximum bakeout temperature :

maximum crucible load:

cooling water flow:

see list in the appendix F 1

= 0.5 I/rnin at T about 30 °C, maximum pressure = 6 bar

temperature range with

rod evaporation:

300° up to 3300°C, depends on size of evaporant (heat

loss)

temperature range with Ta- or Mo-

crucible: 300°- 2000°C

temperature range with
Knudsen crucible

(stainless steel): 160°C -800° C

0.5 -3 mm, depending on maximum temperature to be

reached, Mo clamp accepts 0. 5 to 1.5 mm diameter .
rod diameter:

typical 1.8 -2.2 A, 2.5 A maximum

2.2 kg

7.5 kg

lFIL:

Weight of evaporator:

Weight of power supply:

-8 -
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EFM3 -sp?t profile
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Fig1.1 top: measured beam profile of the EFM 3; bottom: same for EFM 4j in both

cases the largest aperture has been used.
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2. INSTALLATION

For operation with a rod the EFM 3 can be mounted in any orientation, although caution should be

applied when aiming downwards, At extremely high temperatures the evaporant may dislodge and

fall from the evaporator. When in operation with a crucible a minimum incline of 20° with respect to

the horizontal (flange to sample) is recommended. Many materials wet the crucible surface, in this

case nearly horizontal mounting is also possible. For changing the evaporant (rod or crucible) a free

space of about 200 mm at the "HV"-side of the EFM3 is required (see fig. 2).

A chamber tube size with an inner diameter of at least 34 mm is sufficient for pumping. The

maximum tube length allowed is 180 mm, otherwise the shutter cannot be fully opened.

The best angle ( of the EFM3 with respect to the sample) to evaporate is in the sample normal. Then
the evaporated layer will be most homogenous. At other angles the evaporant spot looks elliptical
~.~.~he ~-e.n~ityofQ.~p.~sited ~to~~ is different along the small ~d the long ellipsoidal axes.

Adjustment;
If the sample itself can be adjusted a port aligner is not required. The optional port aligner allows a
tilt of:i: 2°. If using a port aligner the inner diameter of the chamber tubing should be larger than
35 mm and the tube length should be as short as possible, at best shorter than 50 mm. Only then can
the full tilt of:!: 2° be used.

The glowing filament of the EFMJ makes a light spot at the sample. Having a viewport directed to
the sample helps to align its position.

First degassing a new EFM:

A new EFM should be mounted first without a rqd or with an empty crucible. First degass the oven
(see chapter 4.1 ). Then degass the crucible (see chapter 4.2). When degassing the crucible there
should be a bright light shining out of the EFM opening.

View on nnin flange

~~illFM rear view

-44-
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Fig. 2b: Semitechnical drawing of the EFM 3 (top figure) andEFM 4 (bottom figure)
HV : High Voltage (MHV) feedthrough, also holding the evaporant
FM: BNC socket for Flux Monitor
T. C. : thermocouple

The linear motion only moves the evaporant, not the whole evaporator. Its travel is 25 rnm.

Length L up to 600 mm is optional
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2.1 Water Cooling

The water hose (8 mm i.d.) is attached to the hose nipples (8 mm o.d.) and must be secured by

means of screw clamps. Prevent forces pulling on this connection by employing the neccessary

security. For bake-out, the compression screws A and B (in fig. 2) have to be loosened. Port A

should be used for inlet. A water flow rate of more than O.5l/min at a maximum temperature of

3 O °C is recommended.

A filling of liquid nitrogen into the cooling shroud is possible in principle, but usualy not needed due

to the low background pressure during evaporation.

2.2 Electrical Connections

The cable connections consist of the fourfold plug for the filament supply and thermoelectric voltage,
and individual screened plugs for the high voltage (SHV/MHV cable marked "HV") and flux monitor

EBNC cable) (see fig. 3).

Attention: The high voltage cable is attached to the lv:fHV socket "HV" (at the rear of the linear
transfer). The flux monitor cable is attached to the lateral voltage feedthrough "FM" (inclined stud
with BNC connector).

~ Flange connector for thermocouple and filament seen from atmospheric side:
A) Filament #1 B) Filament #2 C) Thermocouple #1 D) Thermocouple #2

2.3 Checks

Check the resistance between filament pins A ~d B, marked inside the plug on the 4 pin
feedthrough. It should be R < 1.0.. None of these pins spould have contact to ground.

The resistance R between pins D .and C (thennoelement) and from each pin to ground should be

R < 1 .Q.

For checking the short-circuit safety of the rod ( or crucible) check the resistance between HV and
ground. It should be R > 2 Mil. In the non-evacuated state turn the high voltage "flY" and the

"Fll.,AMENT" potentiometers to zero (fully counter-clockwise). Then switch on the electronics.
Turn the high voltage to approx. 400V. There should be no sparc-over noticeable.

-A3-
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3. MOUNTING AND CHANGING THE EV APORANT ~

3.1 Fitting a Rod Evaporant

For initial mounting and/or later changing of the evaporant the rear mini CF flange ("HV" offig. 2) is
used. Loosen this flange and cautiously pull the support of the evaporant out of the furnace body. A
2. mm dia molybdenum rod s~rves as a mounting post. The evaporant should be spot welded to the

molybdenum post (see fig. 3.1), or alternatively, a small strip connector made of molybdenum or a
similar material may be used. Always use extremely clean material.

Good dimensions for evaporation material are bars of 1.5-2.5 mm diameter. However, three twisted
wires with a diameter of 1 mm or less are also possible. Only for materials with very high

evaporation temperatures smaller diameters are required to reach maximum temperature.

With "soft." materials such as gold, good results can be obtained if the rod evaporant is mechanically

supported by an appropriate spiral of a non-alloying metal. For gold wire of 1 mm dia. a supporting
tungsten spiral (made from 0.25 mm wire) works well.

The ~ length of the evaporant (including length of mounting post) must not exceed 60 mri1 (see
fig. 3.1 ), or there would be a danger of short-circuiting the tip of the rod to the housing. A typical
length of evaporant (to be on the safe side) would be 5' c~. The tip of the evaporant should not cross
the plane of the filament wire. ,

For inserting the evaporant set the linear feedthrough to maximum length (fully counter-clockwise),
otherwise the filament wire may be destroyed whilst inserting. Carefully feed the electrical

feedthrough through the centre of the rear opening;into the copper cooling body (do not forget the
copper gasket!): The evaporant bar must not be bent.

Fig 3.1: Fitting a rod: We recommend to spot weld the evaporant to the mounting post as it

guarantees cleanliness. Where this is not applicable use the Mo made barrel connectors.
T.C. = thermocouple.
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Center the rod. With the evaporator ex-vacuum the position of the rod may be controlled (and
maybe corrected) through the beam outlet, with the shutter open and suitable illumination. We
recommend a careful ex-vacuum alignment of the evaporant to the centre (with about::!: 1 mm
accuracy). Note that the HV-flange and the end-flange of the linear motion feedthrough both carry a
mark for reproducible positioning.

Tighten the mini flange. Check that there is no short circuiting of the evaporant to the filament or to
the cooling shroud using an ohmmeter. Resistance between HV and ground should be > 2 M.o..

3.2 Mounting a crucible

Available crucibles are made of A12G3, pyrolytic boron nitride (pBN), zirconium oxide (ZrO2),
beryllium oxide (BeG), graphite, tantalum, molybdenum, or stainless steel with nozzle. (For sizes see
section F .1 ). A crucible is mounted using a molybdenum strip connector as shown in Fig. 3.2 or it
can1Je directly-.spatYl-eldedio-the mo:':lp~~g p.0St. Note.that th-.-e HV-flange and the end-flange of the
linear motion feedthrough both carry a mark for reproducible positioning.
Check the concentric position through the outlet tube (using pocket lamp) and correct when

necessary.

The refilling of the crucible ~ also made through the mini CF flange "HV" at the rear .A new crucible
should thoroughly be degassed (see 4.1 and 4.2) prior t~ initial loading with evaporant material.

Distance ~ 3 rnm

sh'roud

slide bearing

Thennocouple -,-"\fr

filament

-

I./
~

~

~arrel 1 ~ru~ible
mountin 9

post

atom/ion
beamconnector

Fig 3.2: Mounting a crucible

-1i
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4. DEGAS MODE

4.1. Degassing the oven

F or degassing the furnace, the internal filament is used. Degassing is recommended both after bake-

out of the UHV system and especially after ch~ging the evaporant. During degassing the pressure

should not exceed SxlO-6 mbar. During degassing and bake-out the water cooling must not be used

and the hoses must be detached, otherwise the temperature of the cooling shroud can not exceed

100 °C. Before degassing the cooling water should be blown out of the evaporator.

The temperature of the oven should be checked with the built-in thermocouple, which is in contact

with the outside of the furnace (see fig 3.2). It must not be higher than 300 °C. It is recomrne~ded to

open the shutter during degassing (turn rotary feedthrough to the left and fasten screw). If necessary,

the shutter may also remain closed., The cell is then degassed through the rear ventilation boreholes.

Turn the high voltage "~I (see right .control panel) to zero. If an evaporant is already in place re-
move the Hv plug on the rear {)f the control unit. Otherwise the e-beam voltage would heat the
evaporant; a large electron current with "NEG" polarity will be measured on the flux monitor then.
In case an empty crucible is to be degassed at the same time, the HV plug should stay in place.

Turn the :filament current (see centre control panel, display I~ 18) graduallx to about 2 A to 2.2 A.
Take care: there is no filament protection. Because ther~ is no water cooling connected, the furnace
body gradually heats. Without HV connected a heating to 300°C will take 1 to 2 hours. The
indicated temperature is measured by a thermocouple on the copper water cooling shroud and can be
displayed by ~witching the right meter to T (OC). Note that the accuracy of the meter reading is only
:tlO°C, because it is monitor for degassing only. .

After sufficient degassing of the cooling shroud theHV plug should be reconnected.

-16-
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4.2 Degassing the evaporant

For degassing the evaporant it is recommended to begin with the linear motion set to its maximum

length.

Now the electron-beam heating is put into operation by connecting the HV plug and the FM plug.
Continuous water cooling is required during operation. The pressure should now be below 10-6
mbar. Set the high voltage (right display) to the standard value of 800V and set the fil~ent current
(center panel, display IrnJ to about 1.6 A. Now switch the center display to emission current (IE~.
The meter will show a small internal leakage current due to the high voltage measurement. Slowly
continue increasing the filament current, until a true emission current is indicated on the centre

panel.

With a new evaporant it is recommended to first degas it with the shutter preferably open ( although
it works with the shutter closed, too) and then gradually increase the emission current. Whilst doing
this maintain obse,rvation of the pressure rise in the vacuum chamber and control the flux monitor .

Note also that gas desorbing from the evaporant and the inner walls of the cooling shroud is in-
dicated by the flux monitor. Such impurities show a decreasing flux vs. time, whereas the evaporant
material yields a stable flux. Note that this initial degassing can take several hours. Generally the
cleanness of evaporants will improve even after several days of operation.

New crucibles should generally be degassed without filling; prior to the evaporation experiment.
Especially during initial bakeout of a new crucible, very high impuritY fluxes may occur. Watch the
pressure in the main chamber, in order to prevent internal HV break through. For Mo and Ta
crucibles you may apply up to 80 Watts heating power, where Mo itself will start to evaporate
weakly from the crucible. F or BN and the oxide crucibles only considerably lower heating powers
may be applied, depending on the size of the crucibles. Watch the ion gauge reading! Above the
limiting temperature ( cf. table F 1) the crucible material will start to chemically decompose.

If the purity of your evaporant material (!I as bought") is insufficient, It may be worthwhile to
apply a combination ofthermaI/chemical cleaning procedure prio,r to evaporation. Refer, e.g,.
to ,

RG. Musket et al., "Preparation of Atomically Clean Surfaces of Selected Elements: A
Review",Appl. Surf. Sci. 10 (1982) 143-207.

Although these procedures are applied to surfaces, many of them, such as heating in oxygen
in order to remove carbon impurities, will also work well f.or the depletion of bulk material.

-1}
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5. EV APORA TION

After sufficient degassing start with evaporation. It is recommended to begin with the linear motion
set to its maximum length.

Set the HV to 800 V and the filament current to 1.6 A and switch to IEM. Slowly increase the
.(filament current until emission starts and t,he flux monitor indicates an ion flux ("pas II polarity) in

the 1 nA range. Especially when using crucibles the warn1ing up time makes the reaction time slow.
So take your time over finding the correct setting for a new material. Spurious electrons from the

filament may give rise to a llNEG" current before evaporation sets in. The ion current is proportional
to the evaporation rate. The operational conditions depend strongly on the evaporated material and
the evaporant thickness. Typical operational parameters are given in Appendix A. A typical value for
the evaporation rate is about one monolayer per minute.

In general first ~et .the high voltage to .typically 800 V, slowly rise the fIlament current to

~bout 1.8 A. Switch the meter selector to the 30 mA range and the flux monitor to 100 nA and

gradually increase thefllament current until a true em~ssion current arises (note that there is
a small offset of the emissio~ current meter). Now carefully watch the ion gauge reading and

increase the filament current very slowly always waiting until the flux monitor reading
stabilises. In case of a sudden increase of flux monitor reading immediately reduce the
filament current! Always approach your desired settings of emission current and flux slowly.
F or low-temperature materials such as C60 or organic materials a small high voltage of only IOOV or
a few IOOV may be apprQpriate For high-temperature mat~rials such as tungsten it may be necessary
to increase the high voltage to 900Vor IOOOV. Owing to space 9harge effects there will be;a drastic
increase in the heating power. F or data on selected materials see appendix A.

With small evaporation rates of about hundred A per day one filling may last for months. Of course,
rod-evaporation (diffuse in all directions) is less effective than crucible-evaporation (more
directional) and also the evaporant volume of a rod is comparably small. However, since there is no
crucible involved, the cleanness of rod-evaporatiori is generally higher. D.uring the initial heating
nearly all rods will melt at the tip thereby forming a ball of typically 2-3 mm dia. held by surface
tension. Thus, a repositioning of the evaporani rod may be necessary immediately after the initial

heating (melting of the tip) and subsequently after evaporation of typically several thousand A. With
extended use of a bar or rod evaporant, it will gradually shorten in length. This is recognizeable by
the fact that with a given e~ssion current the high voltage has to be increased in order to obtain the
same flux. In this case. move the evaporant forWard using the linear motion and control the
parameters after each rotation of the actuator. This may be done keeping the evaporator running
with the shutter closed for on-line contx:pl..

-18 -
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Active Flux Regulation (optional)

Due to thermal drifts of the evaporator the flux of evaporant material will generally also show

temporal variations. The option "Flux Regulation" eliminates such drift effects because the flux is

actively stabilized by means of a feedback loop between the flux monitor and the high voltage of the

electron beam heater.

For operating the flux regulation proceed as follows:

I. Turn the Amo potentiometer to zero (left panel)

2

3

4

Start with evaporation with the flux regulation switched off

(AUTO-switch in the OFF position, left panel)

Gradually increase the flux to about 50-80% of the desired value.
~h~ ~~ ~~~!.a~e...~~-~ul~.~e--1)'Ei-~~y ~t 700-800 Volts.

.
Turn the AUTO.;.switch to the ON position and increase the flux further to -its :final value
by using the AUTO potentiometer. Check that the voltage stays around 800 V, otherwise
increase the emission current via the Fll.,A1\,ffiNT potentiometer.

NOTE: For low-temperature evaporation in the few-hundred-OC-range a lower voltage can be
appropriate. In any case, take care that the high voltage .stays away ~om its and upper limiting value
of lOOOV.

The flux regulator is preset to an average slope (.4U = 100V for 10% change of the flux:) of the

feedback curve. For very high or very low temperature evaporation it can be advantageous to change
the characteristic slope (see electronics schematic)

-19-
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7. POWER SUPPLY

7.1 Control Functions

Front Panel

Fig 7.1 : The front panel layout

MArnSON The power on/off switch for the unit. The light in the
switch indicates that the power is on.

mGH VOLTAGE

E:MISSION

AUTO ON

Fll..AMENT

FLUX MONITOR

o v ( offset of less than lOO V) to 1000 V, 10 turn

potentiometer, operation at 800V recommended.

This meter gives the emission current IEM collected by the

evaporant attained in the ranges 30 lnA, lOO mA or

300 mA, or the filament current IFil in the range 0 -3 A for

the standard filament ( 6 A or 10 A range for other fila-

ments).

Switches from manual operation (OFF) to automatic

constant flux regulation ( optional). The flux monitor

reading ~OD will be kept constant by regulation of the

electron acceleration voltage (HV). Slope of characteristic

curve can be set by trimpotentiometer ( cf. E6).

10 turn potentiometer. Sets filament current IFil

Displays the ion current in the selected range from 3 nA to

1 mA full scale (IMoJ. This current is proportional to the

evaporated flux. Flux monitor calibration: ::f: 15 m V input

for full scale. The minimum evaporation rate at which the

flux monitor can work stable and reproducible is typically

about 2 monola.Yers per hour .

-At1-
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C: Calibration of Flux Monitor

MEED (Medium Energy Electron Diffraction) curve
measured for the epitaxial system cobalt on copper (100).
Specular (0,0) beam at grazing incidence as a function of
evaporation time. The equidistant oscillations indicate layer-
by-Iayer growth. The evaporation rate was kept constant

using the flux monitor .

g) MEED assembly:

for details contact omicron

Re(; C.M. Schneider, JJ. de Miguel P. Brcssler, J. GaJbe, S. F=. &0 Miranda and J. Kj,schncr. JournaJ de Physique

a, 16.17 (1988)

Ql Quartz thickness monitor

£) RHEED

d) SPA-RHEED = Spot Profile-Analysis Rheed

for details on instrumentation contact Omicron

~ ) Conductivi~ measurement
."

see M. Henzler, W Gopel: Oberflachenphysik des Festkorpers, Stuttgart 1991, p 535

-f) Hall E:(fect

see W.D. King et al, I. Vac. Sci. Technol. ::6.2 (1991) 2771

gJ Elljpsome~

Meyer, F. : Ellipsometric Study of Adsorption Complexes on Silicon
Surf.Sci. 21 (1971) 107

Habraken, F. et.al. : Ellipsometry of Clean Surfaces, Sub mono layers and Monolayer Films, Surf. Sci. .2.2

(1980) 482
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F. Options

Fl.Crucibles

Dimensions of crucibles

order

codecapaci~/mm T max(OC)I.D. /rnm O.D. /mm L /mm

6.0 74 2200 c Mo/sma11Mo small (high temp. for EFM3) 3.5 5.0

9.0 CMo6.0 8.0 255 "Ma standard

12.0 c Mo/largeMa large. (esp. far EFM4) 8.0 10.0 603

8.0 CTaTa 5.0 6.4 157 >2500

1.0 5.5 c HAl smallA1203 small 3.8 62 1400

Al203 standard 5.0 9.0 8~0 157 " C HA

--
pyrolyticBN small 4.5 7.5 7.0 111 .1600 C BN/sma11

pyrolytic BN standard 5.5 8.5 8.0 190 " C BN

~- Beryllium Oxide (BeO) '.0 9.0 7 l' O II C BO

Graphite 4.5 6.0 8.0 127 >1400 cOr

Stainless Steel (StlSt) 5.0 7.0 8.0 157 800 C SS

removeable nozzle for StlSt 1.0 M6 thread 6.0 " (included)

Special sizes on request

If no special type is ordered, the standard version wil/ be supp/ied
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